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A sharp optical absorption edge has been found at about 0.5 eV for amorphous Ge on a
quartz substrate. The edge is comparable in sharpness with the direct edge of crystal-
line Ge. No evidence for tailing of the band edges into the forbidden band or for a high
density of states in the forbidden band is found by these optical measurements. A new

density determination gives a value of 4.54+ 0.14 g/cms.

In an earlier Letter, ' we described photoemis-
sion measurements on amorphous germanium in
which the density of states was found to differ
from that of crystalline Ge in two important
ways. First, the sharp structure in the density
of states which characterizes crystalline Ge was
completely missing in the amorphous material.
Second, the valence band appeared to have nar-
rowed in the amorphous material with a marked
increase in the number of states appearing with-
in a volt of the band maximum. In this Letter we
extend the earlier work by examining the sharp-
ness of the band edges and density of states in
the forbidden gap.

A number of authors'&' have discussed the pos-
sibility of the loss of any sharply defined band
edge in amorphous semiconductors, such as
amorphous Ge, and/or suggested that large num-
bers of states occur in the "forbidden" gap. We
looked for evidence of such states in the photo-
emission energy distribution curves (EDC}; how-
ever, no evidence was found. In fact, the lead-
ing edge of the amorphous EDC was found to be
as sharp as that from single Ge crystals. ' This
suggests a relatively sharp edge in the filled den-
sity of states and led us to examine the infrared
optical absorption for other evidence of a sharp
band edge. We report here evidence for such
edges. If there were large numbers of empty
states lying between the Fermi level and the bot-
tom of the conduction band, this would give rise
to significant optical absorption in the infrared;

we report here absorption measurements in this
spectral range and find no evidence for large
numbers of states in the gap. A new det, ermina-
tion of the density is also reported.

The density measurements are of importance
since theoretical considerations of amorphous
Ge often depend on the density. A case in point
is the recent calculation by Herman and Van
Dyke' of the change in density of states of crystal-
line Ge when the density changes to that deter-
mined by Clark' for the amorphous material.

While the results of optical studies of amor-
phous Ge in the infrared and absorption-edge re-
gion have been reported by a number of authors, ' '
in none of these studies has there been any at-
tempt to achieve sensitivity to values of the ab-
sorption coefficient of less than 100 cm '. In or-
der to determine n's in the range of 10 cm ' in
the region of the absorption edge, we have used
special techniques' to deposit films of uniform
thickness on extremely smooth (7-A rms rough-
ness} fused silica blanks as well as on commer-
cially polished KCl substrates. The films were
deposited at a rate of 10 A/sec in a vacuum of 5
xi0 ' to 2x10 ' Torr. The vacuum system was
let up to an atmosphere of dry argon and the
films measured immediately in an atmosphere of
dry N, . Film thickness and uniformity were de-
termined using fringes of equal chromatic order. "
Average deviations in film thickness measured
on random regions of the films have varied from
+4 A on an 820-A film to +28 A for a 20654- A
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FIG. 1. The absorption coefficient n of amorphous
Ge as determined in this study compared with the com-
posite results of Clark (Ref. 6) and the single-crystal
results of Dash and Newman (Ref. 14): The absorption
edge in amorphous Ge is seen to be about as sharp as
the direct edge in crystalline Ge. Also shown is c2
= 2nX, determined both through the optical absorption
and reflection measurements reported here (circles)
and by a Kramers-Kronig analysis of the normal-inci-
dence reQectance data (triangles). For hp & 0.57 eV,
the upper limit on u is 10 cm

film. The smoothness of the films and substrates
and the uniformity of the films have made pos-
sible precision (+0.001) measurements of the re-
flectance, R, and the transmittance, T, using
the absolute reflectometer described by Bennett
and Koehler. " Electron-transmission and -re-
flection diffraction and electron microscopy have
been used to verify that the films studied optical-
ly have actually been amorphous. An iterative
computation method" was used to determine n

and k from the measured values of R, T, and t
(film thickness) using an exact theoretical ex-
pression for R and T. Multiple reflections in the
substrate were taken into account. Further de-
tails of the measurement and calculation will be
given in a complete article. '

Figure 1 shows the absorption coefficient n
=4mk/X, determined in this work for Ge evaporat-
ed on a fused silica substrate" (prior results of

Clark' for amorphous Ge, and Dash and New-
man" for crystalline Ge are also included in Fig.
1). The striking thing about our results is the
sharp absorption edge at about 0.58 eV. Note
that the sharpness is comparable with that in
crystalline Ge.

The measurements were extended to 0.1 eV
with films deposited on KC1. Within the limits of
the measurement, no absorption was found below
0.56 eV. Realizing the importance of these re-
sults, we have made measurements on a series
of films of thicknesses 861, 5371, 12386, and
20654 A evaporated on quartz. All of these films
showed the sharp edge. With the thickest films
studied, the precision of the measurements near
0.56 eV was ~0.001 and sensitivity to the extinc-
tion coefficient in the fourth decimal place was
obtained giving an upper limit of 10 cm ' to the
measurements.

As an independent check on the optical con-
stants determined by film measurements, we
have obtained values of the optical constants by
applying a Kramers-Kronig analysis to normal-
incidence reflectance data. To do this we used
the reflectance data taken by Donovan and Ash-
ley" from 0.1 to 5.2 eV and the reflectance calcu-
lated from the n and k of Marton and Toots"
from 7.7 to 25.0 eV, with a smooth extrapolation
between the two results in the energy interval
5-7.5 eV. The ~, so determined is presented in
Fig. 2. In Fig. 1, &, values obtained by both
methods are presented. As can be seen, excel-
lent agreement is obtained between the e, 's deter-
mined by the two methods in the region of over-
lap. Both methods of determining the optical con-
stants gave n = 4.00 at 0.1 eV. No evidence is
found for either the absorption band just below
1.0 eV or the absorption further in the infrared
(0.1-0.4 eV) reported by Tauc' on films of com-
parable thickness deposited on KC1.

Using the results of our previous photoemis-
sion study, the precise values of e, for 0.1 «hv
& 1.5 reported here, and the nondirect, constant-
matrix-element model (NDCME), "an optical den-
sity of states (ODS) has been obtained in the re-
gion of the band edges and in the forbidden gap
and added to that obtained previously. This is
presented in Fig. 3. The valence-band edge was
taken to be sharp in agreement with the photo-
emission results. " In addition to the sharp band
edges, a "foot" is present below 1.0 eV in the
conduction band similar to that which occurs for
crystalline Ge. Because of the presence of this
foot, e, or + rises relatively slowly from the
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Clark by weighing thicker films that had shat-
tered and separated from the substrates. Be-
cause of the problems with thick films, which
are discussed later, as well as possible prob-
lems with included gases, Clark's value is prob-
ably too low, due to voids or pinholes.

In order to provide a check to our density de-
termination, we applied the sum rule" on toe, (&u).

As can be seen from Fig. 2, the integral satu-
rates nicely above 20 eV. Assuming a free-elec-
tron mass and four electrons per atom, one ob-
tains from the sum rule a density 11/o less than
that of cryst"lline Ge, a value slightly less than
that obtained by our direct measurements.

In the course of this work, we observed certain
peculiarities with Ge amorphous films. The data
reported here were obtained carefully so as to
minimize any effects due to these peculiarities.
With the thicker films (1-2 p), changes would oc-
cur in the optical measurements 2 or 3 days af-
ter evaporation. Physically, the films would de-
velop large numbers of pinholes. As films of
this thickness tend to shatter, probably changes
have also occurred in the microstructure of the
films as well. These effects might lead to chang-
es in density. The position of the absorption
edge was found to be somewhat sensitive to evap-
oration conditions and substrates. Effects of
this kind have been reported by Wales, Lovitt,
and Hills in studies of amorphous Ge. In the
present study, absorption edges as low as 0.44-
0.48 eV have been obtained on films deposited on
KCl (these films were noticeably rougher than
the films on fused silica) and on a film deposited
on fused silica using an electron-beam gun as
source. However, in all cases relatively sharp
absorption edges were found with no measurable
absorption from the edge to the transmission cut-
off of the substrate. It is suspected that the vari-
ation of band gap with substrate is due to strain
in the amorphous Ge.

An important contribution of this work is the
delineation of the density of states near the band
edges and the estimate of the upper limit of the
density of states in the forbidden region (see Fig.
3). Lack of knowledge of the optical matrix ele-
ments makes it impossible to translate this
exactly into a true density of states; however, it
seems unlikely that important gross features,
such as the sharpness of the band edges and the
order of magnitude of the rather low upper limit
of state density in the forbidden gap, 2.4&& 10t7/
cm~, would be badly distorted by matrix-element
effects.
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